PRESERVE THE DUNES, INC.

Critical Dunes Residential Design Awards 2006

Preserve the Dunes has announced four winning projects in its Critical Dunes Residential Design Awards Program. Projects were selected
based on excellence in design, and the degree to which they take
advantage of the dune setting while minimizing impairment of the
dunes.

Members of the awards jury were:

Any residential project located in a Critical Dune Area of Michigan,
built after 1989 when the Sand Dune Protection and Management Act
was passed, and designed by a registered architect was eligible.

• Douglas S. Kelbaugh, FAIA, Dean and Professor of Architecture and
Urban Planning at the University of Michigan’s Taubman College
of Architecture + Urban Planning in Ann Arbor. He is an architect and urban designer, educator, author of several books, guest
commentator in the print and electronic media, public speaker and
workshop facilitator.

Entries were received for projects located from as far south as Michiana to as far north as Frankfort. Architects from Michigan, Indiana,
Illinois, and North Carolina submitted entries.
Eastern Phoebe Nest. Covert, MI:
Makes maximal use of its setting; affords unobstructed views of surroundings; constructed of entirely natural materials; ecologically sustainable; appropriately scaled; low impact;
clearly organized; form and rococo-like decoration convey a sense of joie de vivre.

Preserve the Dunes is preparing to publish a guide to building in the
sand dune areas of Michigan. Many of the entries will be used in illustrating principles and strategies for construction in the dunes.
Awards were made to the following projects:
The Holabird House, Harbert, MI
Kuklinski + Rappe Architects, 1915 W. Division Street, Chicago, IL 60622
Contact: Scott A. Rappe, AIA, 773.276.5700, srappe@kplusr.com
Kohn House, Wilderness Dunes, Covert, MI,
Gelick Associates, Inc., 626 S. Clark Street, Chicago, IL 60605
Contact: Michael Gelick, 312.786.2201, emgelick@gelickarch.com
Guest House, Thunder Mountain Heights, Covert Michigan
Mikkel Hansen, 112 Hilltop Road, Black Mountain, NC 28711
Contact: Mikkel Hansen, 828.669.9272, jmhansen@msn.com
Studio Pavilion, Wilderness Dunes, Covert, MI
Kathryn Quinn Architects, Ltd., 363 W. Erie Street, Chicago, IL 60610
Contact: Kate Robinson, 312.337.4977, krobinson@kquinnarch.com
Note:

The following pages contain jury comments and photographs
of each award winning project. Clicking on a photograph will
link to a high resolution version of the image in tiff format.
Clicking on the project name in the list above will link to the
project description submitted by the architectural firm. Clicking on the firm name will link to the firm’s web site. If you
have problems with downloads, try to refresh. If that fails or
you would like lower resolution files, contact us.

• John Egelhaaf, Executive Director of Southwestern Michigan Commission since June 2003. He is a certified planner with the American Institute of Certified Planners (AICP) and has a Masters degree
in Landscape Architecture from the University of Massachusetts.

• Tom Forman, Principal of Chicago Associates Architects & Planners, is the architect and developer of Tryon Farm, which has
received national attention and praise of architects and environmentalists for its low impact development.

• Peter Osler, Associate Professor of Practice at the University of
Michigan’s Taubman College of Architecture + Urban Planning in
Ann Arbor. He is an architect who is also degreed in landscape
architecture and recently won the Prix de Rome in that field. His
practice has focused on garden and landscape design.

• Charles F. Davis, III, AIA, President of Preserve the Dunes, Inc.
and Principal of Davis Associates Architects and Consultants, Inc.,
Chicago, IL. He is one of the founding members of PTD and has
served as President since 1997.

PTD is planning its next critical dunes residential design awards program to be held in 2008.
PTD is a grass-roots environmental organization with over 1,250
members. Its purpose is the protection of the dunes of southwest
Michigan from destruction and impairment by sand dune mining,
over-development and misuse; and to encourage wise, preserving,
sustainable uses.

For additional information contact Charles Davis at (269)208-1711 or
(312)922-6050 or cfd@daac.com.
Preserve the Dunes, Inc.
P.O. Box 581
Riverside, MI 49084

The Holabird House, Harbert, MI,
Architect: Kuklinski + Rappe Architects, Chicago, IL
The design made creative reuse of an existing foundation
left after a fire destroyed the previous cottage on the site.
The design of the new house accommodates a very different
set of requirements than the original cottage — it provides
separate indoor and outdoor living spaces for an older couple and each of their two adult daughters, as well as collective spaces for the entire family.
Use of the existing foundations without addition made it
possible to retain existing large trees very close to the house
and under story plants to remain untouched.
The designers used a rich palette of materials and colors: wood, Corten steel panels, vertical silver colored metal
standing seam siding on the exterior with interiors of warm
wood paneling accented with white trim, and bamboo floors
against a backdrop of white and deep red walls.
The jury was disappointed that the street-side yard of the
house has become an extensive parking area nearly devoid
of any vegetation.
Structural Engineer: Dickson Senffner
Photography: Doug Snower Photography

Kohn House, Wilderness Dunes, Covert, MI
Architect: by Gelick Associates, Inc., Chicago, IL
This project responds imaginatively to the site; it is
not only about architecture but the site as well. Rather
than forcing a house onto the steep and easily damaged dunes closest to Lake Michigan, the main residence was placed 500 feet from the lake on the top of
the dune.

The jury admired the way in which the site provides
a sequence of experiences from the beach via stairs,
pavilion, path, bridge, steps, and decks to the house.
Each element was sensitively placed respecting contours and trees. The simple floor plan is elegant and
rational. The jury’s lone criticism of the project was its
use of Vinca, a non-native species, as a ground cover
on the south side of the house.
Bridge Engineering: Continental Bridge, Alexander, MN
Technical Consultant: Phil Johnson
Engineering: Resource Management Group, Inc.
Photography: Interiors-Michael Gelick; Exterior-PTD/Charles Davis
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Guest House, Thunder Mountain, Covert, MI
Architect: Mikkel Hansen, Black Mountain, NC
The jury felt that this project was a sympathetic
addition and deserved the “Light-Touch Award.”
The guest house is delicately set on the dune and
supported by only eight timber posts. With the
existing house, it creates a pleasantly scaled outdoor living space.
Its efficient use of space provides two bedrooms
(one with a sleeping loft), and bath within a 366
square foot footprint. Extending the cantilevered
decks beyond the drip line of the roof further diminishes the impact on the dune. The sympathetic
choice of materials and color complements and
contrasts with the natural setting.
Design Team: Dennis D. Reckley, AIA; Mikkel Hansen, AIA
Photography: Lars Hansen

Studio Pavilion, Wilderness Dunes, Covert, MI
Architect: Kathryn Quinn Architects, Ltd., Chicago, IL
The design makes inventive use of sliding barn doors,
especially at the front entrance. Careful placement of the
studio preserved the setting and trees, and maintains a
natural drainage swale.
The finely detailed, all wood interior creates a warm ambience. Natural materials and colors create a sense of the
structure belonging to its setting. The stone core anchors
the building to the site on a ridge, over which the decks
and studio spaces hover. The jury thought the frenetic
exterior railing was a weak element in contrast with the
calm interior and questioned the use of tropical wood,
ipé, for the newels of the railings.
Design Team: Kathryn Quinn, Julie Hausch-Fen
General Contractor: Lakeshore Enterprises
Structural Engineer: Wightman & Associates
Landscape & Garden Design: Beikmann Associates
Landscape Architecture: J.F. New
Photography: Barbara Karant — Karant + Associates, Inc.

